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ABSTRACT

Lower extremity (LE) injuries sustained in side impact car crashes are debilitating due to the loss of weight bearing function and long rehabilitation times. In Australia such injuries rank third in terms of Harm after the head and thorax. Moreover, it is estimated around 20% of the total annual motor vehicle trauma treatment costs are devoted to rehabilitation of such injuries.

Regulatory design rules protecting the knee, lower leg and ankle/foot in side-impact crashes do not exist. However, in order to adopt sensible mitigation strategies and appropriate design rules, it is essential to identify and validate injury mechanisms.

While considerable work has been carried out identifying lower limb injuries occurring in frontal crashes, little work has been carried out regarding side-impacts. Three injury mechanisms, identified from a real-world side-impact case-study analysis carried out at Monash University were proposed at a Melbourne crashworthiness conference in 2002 [2]. MADYMO computer models simulating near- and far-side occupants in three typical crash scenarios were constructed. Occupant kinematics and force outputs from the models were compared with the injuries and hence the mechanisms identified in the study.

Results from the simulations were compared to published, known injury tolerances and are presented in this paper. Injury countermeasures for these three side-impact configurations are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Side-Impacts

Side-impacts are the second most significant cause of serious injury and death after frontal-impact [16]. The cost of injury from side-impacts is high: 25% of vehicle casualties are from side-impacts and account for one third of occupant Harm on Australian roads [12]. Stolinski et al. [39] state that the annual cost of side-impacts in Australia has been estimated at around $870M per annum.

Side-impact crashes are often segregated into near-side and far-side crashes because the injury mechanisms in these crash types differ. Most side-impact research and regulations are based on near-side occupant injuries, but far-side occupants (Figure 1.B) can also incur serious harm. Near-side occupants are those which are situated on the same side as the impacted side of the vehicle (Figure 1.A). Moreover, side-impact regulatory crash tests in Australia are limited to one crash configuration (90°) and at one speed, 50 km/h.

In this study based on real-world crashes, injury mechanisms in three crash configurations were investigated.
structure, occupant interaction and occupant response. “The door velocity history, occupant location relative to the door and the stiffness and the shape of the door interior all affect the injury outcome” [17].

**Far-Side Occupant Injuries**

Injuries to far-side occupants in Australia account for 40% of occupant Harm in side-impact crashes [12]. This is significant and worth considering in automotive safety research. Thomas and Frampton [44] found more casualties died in side-impacts than in frontal impacts in their UK in-depth study. They also found that one third of those injured or killed were seated on the far-side.

Few studies ([10], [40], [41]) have reflected on the nature and causes of LE injuries resulting from far-side crashes. There are no far-side occupant protection regulations. However, “real-world crash evidence has shown that occupants seated away from the struck side are still subject to a risk of injury...Relatively little research literature is available that addresses the protection of far-side occupants” [41].

**LE Injury**

LE injuries cause high levels of impairment and require costly rehabilitation and treatments. They are debilitating due to the loss of weight bearing function. About $80M in Harm is caused by LE injuries incurred in side-impacts in Australia [Fildes et al. cited in [39]]. The most commonly injured body regions of survivors in the study by Thomas and Frampton in the UK [44] included the LE (55% of MAIS 3+ injuries). Thomas and Bradford (cited in [44]) showed that most injuries to survivors of side-impacts involved the tibia (Figure 2) (about 23% of survivor injuries and 49% of fatality injuries). Pattimore et al. [33] in a study of frontal and side-impacts found that skeletal injuries of the lower limb were more common in side-impacts.

Side-impact regulations (FMVSS 214 and ECE Regulation No. 95) have helped reduce LE side-impact Harm by about 25% ($20M pa in Australia) [Fildes et al. cited in [39]]. However, there is still a significant cost incurred by occupants in side-impact as seen by the high frequency of LE injuries [44]. Neither EuroSID nor US-SID (side-impact dummies) have the capability of measuring the risk of injury to the LE below the pelvis. Hence improving the capabilities of these dummies to measure LE loads and displacements may help firstly to gain a better understanding of how LE injuries occur and secondly to mitigate these injuries.

Even though injuries of the knee and below are common and debilitating, few studies detailing how injuries occur to the lower leg in side-impacts exist. “While there have been numerous fracture tolerance studies conducted on the femur there has been relatively little emphasis on tibial strength” [30]. Morgan et al. [26] reported that injuries of the thigh have been reduced to around 10% but knee injuries still account for 20% to 30% of LE injuries in frontal-crashes. In a study by Thomas and Bradford (cited in [44]), the LE was the most frequent site of severe injuries of survivors. Fractures of the tibia and femur (Figure 2) were most common. According to Crandall and Martin [7], “more than half the more severe LE injuries occurring in frontal-crashes were of regions below the knee”. Pattimore et al. [33] reported, lower leg fractures accounted for 38% of LE fractures in side-impacts. The AAAM [1] and Fildes et al. [13] concluded that injuries of the lower parts of the LE were the most common types of injuries.

Hence, it is clear that further work on understanding injuries of the knee and below and how they occur in side-impact crashes is required.

**Previous LE Injury Studies**

A number of vehicle-crash injury studies have been carried out to date where some LE injury mechanisms have been identified. In a study by Fildes et al. [12] the main causes of injury in side-impacts were contact with the door, an external impact object or to a lesser extent the dashboard (instrument panel/knee bolster). In impacts with a frontal component, inertia carries the driver forward striking the dashboard resulting in disruptive knee injuries including the tibial plateau (Figure 2) [9]. Impact of the knees with the dash
with entrapment and interaction with the toepan from intrusion causing axial loading in the lower leg have also been reported as injury mechanisms in several other frontal studies [19], [25-27]. Hoglund et al. [19] and Schreiber et al. (cited in [19]) reported that a combination of axial loading and bending moments in the tibia decrease its strength.

Nyquist et al. [30] reported that “lower leg bending loads can occur to occupants as a result of contact with lower portions of the instrument panel (in frontal collisions) as well as other contacts during uncontrolled flailing of the LEs in a broad cross section of collision modes”. “Regardless of the initial position of the heel, contact between the heel and floorpan is inevitable during a severe crash” [Pilkley et al. cited in [14]] and hence entrapping the lower leg between the floor and the instrument panel.

Forces perpendicular to the proximal tibia can cause tibial plateau fractures. Nagel et al. [27] reported these injuries to occur when the knee impacted a rigid steering column support or instrument panel.

Lau et al. [23] reported the effect of door intrusion in side-impact on the LE. In a side-impact, the struck door encroaches into the occupant compartment and strikes the occupant directly and the impact object punches the dummy. In a side-impact a stiff armrest or other protrusions on the trim can produce concentrated loads. Door buckling induced by barrier impact can also present a non-uniform surface to the occupant.

Previous Injury Threshold Studies

Again, a number of studies have been carried out to determine injury tolerances of the LE. Impact tests have yielded the following injury tolerances.

Kajzer et al. [20] conducted lateral impacts to determine shearing and bending effects of the knee joint. The injuries incurred were upper tibial fractures. Kajzer et al. stated that the injury mechanism is directly related to the knee impact (contact) force. The mean peak force values which corresponded with the injuries were 1.8 (±0.38) kN (at 15 km/h) and 2.57 (±0.45) kN (at 20 km/h).

For the ligaments in the knee: the ultimate tensile load for the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is 1.9 kN for younger people and 0.6 kN for older people according to Silver [35]. According to Melvin et al. (cited in [18]) the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) can be avulsed at a peak contact force of 7 kN. Arnoux [3] found the cruciate ligaments to fail at loads between 0.17 kN and 0.5 kN and the collateral knee ligaments to fail at between 0.15 kN and 0.3 kN. They conducted high-velocity stress tests (2m/s). Kajzer et al. [21] found knee ligaments to fail at 1.4 kN shearing force at the knee joint.

According to Kramer et al. (cited in [29]) in pendulum catapult impacts perpendicular to the long axis of the tibia, the forces required to fracture the upper tibia ranged between 1 kN and 4.3 kN. The difference in force values corresponding to different injuries is due to the behaviour of bone under different loading rates. According to Viano et al. (cited in [29]) the forces for tibia fractures ranged between 3.28 kN (females) and 6.89 kN (youngest and male) (from Table 4 in [29]). They impacted seated subjects’ proximal tibias below the joint centre.

For the fibula, Levine [24] reported the following fracture tolerances. In bending, the forces required to fracture are between 0.35 to 0.54 kN for males and between 0.21 and 0.39 kN for females. In compression along the long axis, a fibula can fail under loads of between 0.24 to 0.88 kN (males) and between 0.2 and 0.83 kN (females).

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study were to:

- Understand the significance of LE fractures/dislocations in side-impacts.
- Simulate the injury mechanisms identified from real-world side-impact crashes where typical LE injuries occur using MADYMO.
- Discuss the results of these models and compare them to injury tolerance data reported in other impact studies.
- Discuss some injury countermeasures reducing LE injuries in side-impacts.

THE DATA

Real-world crash information was extracted from the crash files, namely the Crashed Vehicle Files (CVFs) and the Australian Crash Injury Study (ANCIS). Data were collected between 1989 and 2002 and supplied by Monash University Accident Research Centre (MUARC) for analysis. Twenty-four side-impact crashes involving twenty-five injured occupants were analysed including four far-side crashes.

The injuries described in the data included severity, location and description where possible, contact sources of injury (e.g. knee contacting dash or door), angle of impact (Figure 3), speed of crash and impact object. Information about the vehicles included types (make, model, year) (in the CVF
cases only). The occupant information included height, weight and age. Injury data were obtained from hospital records and x-ray reports. Variables like positioning of the seat (forward, middle, rearward) were not recorded in the CVFs but this was estimated from the occupant height. Foot positioning on pedals was also not recorded as it was difficult for occupants to recall.

Sixty-two percent of occupants who had LE fractures were females. Hence in the three side-impacts simulated, and reported here, two of the occupants were female.

Figure 3. Impact Angle (θ) Definition.

Impact Objects

Impact objects included other cars, 4WDs, poles/trees and trucks/buses. Impacts with fixed objects such as trees/poles and heavier vehicles like buses/trucks and 4WDs commonly cause more serious injuries than those with light vehicles.

According to Ginpil et al. (cited in Stolinski and Grzebieta [38]) 40% of all side-impacts result from impact with a tree or pole. Others reported the following rates of impacts with narrow fixed objects (poles/trees): 22% [15] to 25% [12] of Australian side-impacts, 31% of seriously injured survivors and 16 to 43% of fatalities in the UK [Thomas and Bradford (cited in [44]), Gloyns and Rattenbury (cited in [43])].

For this study [2] Figure 4 shows the impact object type where a LE fracture was sustained. Of the 24 crashes 37.5% were with poles/trees correlating with the figure given by Ginpil et al. (40%). Fifty-four percent were with other cars and 8.3% were with trucks/buses.

Results from the Previous Study

The earlier analysis of the data described above identified three fundamental injury causation mechanisms. The mechanisms of LE fractures and dislocations differ according to the type of crash. It was found that they depend on the severity and angle of impact.

The LE fracture and dislocation mechanisms identified were:

1. Axial compression and/or bending of the lower leg caused by entrapment resulting from leg area volume reduction and/or a side intrusion force;
2. High-energy, side impact, striking force resulting from being in direct contact with the struck portion of the vehicle; and
3. Inertial movement of the body causing loading of the lower limbs resulting from interaction with the vehicle interior, where intrusion is not the cause of injury.

CRASH SIMULATIONS

The real-world crash data were accessed at MUARC for this study. Computer simulations were conducted at Monash University’s Department of Civil Engineering. The real-world case studies of the occupant LE fractures and dislocations provided a basis for establishing how each of the three fundamental mechanisms should be simulated. Three crashes were chosen for reconstruction, i.e. one from each of the mechanism categories described above.

MADYMO computer models were used for the crash simulations. “MADYMO allows users to design and optimise occupant safety systems and vehicle designs efficiently, quickly, cost-effectively” [37] and safely and assess injury outcome parameters in different crash configurations. “It is a standard tool for occupant safety analysis and is used extensively in automotive design and safety research centres around the world” [37] with a clear audit path to validated model components.
The three crashes simulated were those in which most variables (details about the injured occupant, crash and vehicles) were available. Occupants had injuries to their lower leg bones (tibia, fibula) and one occupant also had a knee joint disruption. The three cases modelled were:

**Mechanism (1):** a 30° oblique crash between a medium sized car (1185 kg) impacting a small car (865 kg); and

**Mechanism (2):** a 90° crash between a medium sized car (1141 kg) impacting a larger car (1323 kg); and

**Mechanism (3):** a 270° far-side crash between two medium sized cars (1050 kg target car and 1060 kg bullet car).

Car into car crashes were modelled as they are more typical of crashes generally. The simulations were modelled using a customised standard side-impact model of a small European car with a compatible, mobile barrier taken from the MADYMO Applications database [45]. The bullet vehicle used in the simulation was a mobile crash barrier/trolley (as specified by the European ECE Regulation No. 95) with front vehicle characteristics where it impacted into the stationary target vehicle. Bullet vehicle speed was set to twice the delta-V recorded in the case data.

For each case simulated a vehicle of the same make and model as that in the database was measured. Internal surfaces, where the occupant could have contact and injury may have been caused, were coded into the MADYMO model.

The modification of each vehicle modelled involved the addition of a 3 plane knee bolster, toepan and footwell plane, steering column and brake, accelerator and clutch (for manual vehicle only) pedals, centre console (case 3 only), floor and door geometry such as rigid pockets, speakers and armrests. These were used as contact sources from which contact forces with the dummies were obtained in the simulations. The steering column was assumed to be stiff (as there was no deformation from knee strike). Tape measures and long and short rulers as well as a protractor were used to measure the dimensions and angles of the vehicle parts modelled. Contact interactions were added between the barrier and target vehicle and between the dummy and vehicle interior after potential injury sources were assessed. A front-left side panel for contact with the barrier was added as in the basic model this was not present and was required for barrier contact.

The driver side door was modelled as four planes to represent the lower and upper, forward and rearward parts of the door. The armrest was modelled as an ellipsoid. The velocities of the bullet vehicle for each case, in the x (longitudinal) and y (lateral) directions, were calculated and incorporated in the model.

The dummy used in two of the simulation crash models (90° and 270°) was the EuroSID (left hand side) provided by the Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO) [46] in the MADYMO-3D dummy database. The dummy for the 30° impact (Mechanism (1)) was a Hybrid III 5th %ile female. The seat was modelled from ellipsoids. The belt was a series of springs attached to the dummy hips, floor, base of the B-Pillar and positioned around the dummy’s pelvis. The positions of the dummies were different for the males, i.e. further from the dash in the middle seat position 0.39 m behind the vehicle’s centre of gravity (COG). Females were more forward at around 0.14 to 0.19 m behind the COG.

The basic model was set up with the impacting vehicle and near-side driver dummy as shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. Figure 5 shows the configuration for the 30° near-side oblique crash (Mechanism (1)). Figure 6 shows the configuration for the near-side 90° crash demonstrating Mechanism (2). Figure 7 shows the configuration for the far-side 270° crash demonstrating Mechanism (3). The driver dummy was moved to the opposite side of the vehicle for the far-side crash and the measured interior vehicle parts modelled in the target car were mirrored.

MADYMO was coded to list results such as door displacement and velocity, and forces on the parts of the LE resulting from the crash. The actual mass ratios of the vehicle crashes were used in the simulations.

Only injuries to the lower leg and knee were analysed as no ankle or foot injuries were reported in these cases. There are, however, numerous studies on the ankle already performed by other researchers ([4], [5], [8], [22]).
Mechanism (1) Near-Side 30° Oblique Crash

In this crash, the injured occupant was the driver. The LE injuries sustained included: ruptured and distracted right knee joint and right fibula fracture (injured leg on near-side to crash/impact object). The crash mass ratio (target vehicle mass/bullet vehicle mass) was <1.0 and delta-V was 46 km/h (Figure 5). A frontal dummy (5th %ile female Hybrid III taken from the MADYMO database [46]) was used because the major inertia component was predominantly in the frontal direction. The occupant was a female, 62 years of age and belted, whose height and weight was not known. The vehicles involved were a small 1982 automatic hatchback sedan impacted by a 1974 medium sized vehicle.

Mechanism (2) Near-Side 90° Crash

In this crash, the injured occupant was a near-side driver. The LE injuries sustained included a fractured right fibula (injured limb on near-side to crash). The mass ratio was >1.0 and delta-V was 32 km/h (Figure 6). The impact was at 90°, near-side and perpendicular. The occupant was a male, 67 years of age and belted. His height was 168 cm (close to an average male: 175 cm [47]) and weight 55 kg. The vehicles involved were a 1986 medium automatic car impacted by a 1993 large sized vehicle. The dummy used in this particular simulation was a 50th %ile male EuroSID.

Mechanism (3) Far-Side 270° Crash

In this crash, the injured occupant was a driver on the far-side. The LE injuries sustained included a fractured right tibial plateau (Figure 2) (the injured leg was on the opposite side to the impact). The mass ratio was 1.0 and delta-V was 23 km/h, (Figure 7). The impact was at 270°, perpendicular, in the forward part of the vehicle on the far-side. The driver was female, 58 years of age and belted. Her height was 163 cm and weight 70 kg. The vehicles involved were a 1981 automatic medium car impacted by a 1986 medium car.

The dummy used in this particular simulation was a 50th %ile male EuroSID. There is no female side-impact dummy available nor a smaller side-impact male. The dummy’s right foot was positioned on the brake and the left foot in a relaxed position to the left of the brake. The distances between the occupant and modelled vehicle parts were determined using a person who was the same height and weight as the injured occupant and seating her in the car while taking measurements.
RESULTS

The relative intrusions simulated were compared with the intrusions noted in the real-world crash data. The dummy contact sources and contact loads which were compared to tolerances specified by other researchers are presented in Table 1 (Appendix). The contacts for the upper leg and foot were also provided even though the upper leg was not examined in this study and there were no ankle/foot fractures or dislocations reported in the cases examined.

Mechanism (1) Near-Side 30° Oblique Crash

Maximum intrusion of the front door was 31 cm in the computer simulation model, correlating with the intrusion recorded in the actual crash data as 30 cm. The injuries recorded in the database for this case included a disrupted right knee joint and fractured fibula. It should be noted that the dummy model did not have a fibula, only a tibia, which approximates the lower leg bones.

There was side-intrusion at the door and front side panel, as noted from the 5th %ile Hybrid III’s contact with the pelvis plate.

The results show there was contact of the leg plate with the knee and upper part of the lower leg (upper tibia). The fibular fracture was probably due to the contact with the door as well, as identified by lower leg contact with the leg plate (Table 1).

The values of force obtained from the first model output resulting from the dummy contact with the vehicle in the crash were as follows: left hip contacting the upper door (pelvis plate) at (2.0 kN), the upper part of the lower leg (1.3 kN) and the middle part of the lower leg (0.36 kN) contacting the lower door (leg plate) and the left knee contacting the leg plate (2.2 kN).

Large compressive forces were not observed but fracture from bending was likely due to the side forces being above the tolerance values for a female fibula. The measured loads are likely to cause bending in the lower leg. The calculated values are all higher than the tolerances described by Levine [24] for females for the fibula (bending failure loads: 0.21 to 0.39 kN; compression loads: 0.2 to 0.83 kN) and thus fracture is likely to occur. A value of 0.36 kN found in this study for the middle part of the lower leg corresponds to Levine’s [24] failure load for the fibula injury and falls within the range specified for a female.

The side force from door intrusion could have caused the knee to open up and the ligaments to be disrupted with subsequent knee joint failure. The upper tibia force value of 1.3 kN calculated using MADYMO is higher than the loads found by others to cause ligament failure (anterior cruciate (ACL) failure: 0.6 kN and collateral ligaments failure: between 0.15 kN and 0.3 kN). These findings verify the recorded knee injury.

The ligaments in the knee can be ruptured by differential movement between the tibia and femur. This crash simulation did not yield any contact between the knee bolsters and the knees, although in a crash of this type this kind of interaction could be likely, due to the forward component of force in such a configuration.

In an oblique angled crash such as this one, it is possible that the frontal component of inertia and intrusion could cause the knee to be entrapped by the knee bolster/dash and with toe pan intrusion, causing axial loading of the lower leg especially when fixed at either the dash and/or toe pan. The side component of force can cause bending in the lower leg.

The interaction of the foot with the clutch (Table 1) is probably due to inertia causing the foot to hit the pedal. The hip contact with the upper door (pelvis plate) was not examined further as this study only concerns the knee and below parts of the LE.

Mechanism (2) 90° Near-Side Crash

Maximum intrusion of the front door reached 50 cm for this model. In the recorded crash data the door intrusion was reported as being 40 cm.

In this case the EuroSID (left hand side) dummy was used. Results were compatible with the recorded real-world crash injury data. The LE injury sustained by the male driver in this crash was a fibular fracture (type of fracture not specified). The injury recorded in the real-world data was identified as being caused by “interaction with the floor and crushing between the footwell and pedal”.

There was significant door intrusion. From the contacts with the LE in this crash simulation, there was a small force applied to the upper leg by the armrest, and forces from contact with the side of the vehicle, represented by the pelvis plate at the location of the knee and upper leg and leg plate at the location of the lower leg.

Dischinger et al. [11] also identified this mechanism in their study of side-impacts: “the door and armrest impacted the LE of the driver with loading from lateral to medial from the inside panel of the door”.
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The results of the second computer simulation show contact of the left upper leg with upper part of the door (pelvis plate 1) (2.1 kN), left knee with the upper door (pelvis plate 1) (11.9 kN) and lower leg with the leg plate (6.6 kN). The loads in the lower leg (fibula) are greater than the tolerances as found by Levine [24] for the male fibula (bending failure loads: 0.35 to 0.54 kN; compression loads: 0.24 to 0.88 kN).

Mechanism (3) 270° Far-Side Crash

There was no intrusion in this case. The LE injury sustained by the far-side, female driver occupant in this crash was a right tibial plateau (knee) fracture. The injury contact sources as reported in the original crash data were “Lower leg contact with the steering column and lower dash”.

There was also a small inertial force causing the right foot to contact the brake pedal.

The dummy, which is restrained in the seat by the belt at the abdomen, exhibited flailing of its lower extremities towards the crashed side of the vehicle with the right LE impacting the steering column. No shoulder sash was added in the model as this would not affect the LE [40].

The contact force between the upper tibia and steering column was perpendicular to the long axis of the tibia, thus shear loading took place. Bone is weaker in shear than compression (Carter cited in [28]). The force of contact between the steering column and knee in the simulation was 4.6 kN. This force is greater or within the range of upper tibia fracture loads found by other researchers ([20], [29], Kramer et al. and Viano et al. cited in [29]).

Analysis of the outputs of this model showed that the peak force (4.6 kN) on the knee occurred at about 40 ms into the crash, from contacting the steering column. The peak acceleration also occurred at 40 ms into the crash. However, this was not investigated any further. Kajzer et al. [20] and Strother et al. [42] reported all injuries occurred during the first 30 ms of the crash.

DISCUSSION

The results compared favourably with the real-world crash data injuries recorded despite the approximate nature of the models. The loads calculated by MADYMO on the LE exceeded the tolerance values set by other researchers for the specific injuries noted in each case and lower for those parts of the LE that were not injured. Hence trends are discernible.

The two near-side (30° and 90°) crashes simulated in this study indicated possible fibular fractures. Similarly these simulations indicated that the tibia compression tolerance was not exceeded. For Mechanism (2) the tibia bending tolerance was exceeded by a small amount. It should be noted that tolerance fracture values documented by Levine and others were found from tests on isolated bones. Failure load values for an intact leg with soft tissues attached would be slightly greater. Lower leg fractures including fractures of the fibula are relatively common in these types of crashes. However, there are few studies, which investigate lower leg fractures, especially relating to the fibula. Pattimore et al. [33] in a frontal- and side-impact study found that 39% of skeletal leg injuries from impacts involved the fibula and 61%, the tibia. The results from this study indicate a more even distribution, being 56% tibia and 44% fibula fractures. More cases are required to determine the propensity of either bone to fracture in Mechanism (1) or (2) crash types.

Door contact with the LE is a common cause of injury in side-impact crashes [12], [17], [23], [36]. In this study, impact with the door (represented by pelvis and leg plates) occurred in the 30° and 90° simulated crash cases. Pattimore et al. [33] also found the most frequent source of injuries in near-side impacts was the front door. They additionally found vehicle intrusion was an important factor associated with the LE fractures. The footwell was also a major contributor for lower leg injuries. Their findings are in agreement with the findings from the MADYMO simulations in this study.

Collection and examination of more cases is also required to ascertain if major footwell intrusion and entrapment caused by interaction with knee bolsters is occurring. In this study, entrapment was not modelled but it does occur, though it is more common in frontal impacts.

In regards to the far-side Mechanism (3) simulation, knee impact with the steering column exceeded the tolerance values. This confirms Stolinski et al.'s [40] report that the steering column is a contact source of injury in far-side impacts. Crandall and Martin [7] also reported the steering column to be a source of injury for drivers, increasing the driver’s injury risk.

Brooks [6] stated from a study by Saab’s Female Reference Group in Australia that when looking at vehicle comfort and general functionality, “women and men operate vehicles differently...Most women sit with their legs closer together than men, who normally sit with their legs apart. This means that the space under the steering column, where they place their knees, can easily become cramped”.
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Women also sit closer to the dash and column. There were no cases with men contacting the steering column recorded in the data analysed. The female (163 cm tall) in the simulated case who was shorter than an average male would have had her knees closer to the dash and lower part of the steering column and thus more likely to have a knee injury.

The contact sources estimated from post-crash inspection are based on signs of contact. Some of the reported contacts in the real-world data may not correlate exactly with those found using MADYMO though the trends are certainly evident here.

COUNTERMEASURES

Analysis of the CVF, classification of the observed LE injuries into the three mechanisms and the MADYMO analysis have allowed new injury countermeasures to be considered to mitigate LE injuries in side-impacts. However, as in the case of identifying the injury mechanisms, these strategies are only preliminary suggestions and require more research to validate their possible effectiveness. The strategies are as follows:

Seatbelts

In the case of frontal and in some far-side impacts, belts prevent upper body injuries when combined with airbag use. However, belts have little effect in preventing LE injuries in near-side impacts [7]. Most of the effect they have on the LE is above the knee. Their main role is frontal restraint and preventing ejection [17], [40]. Belts can reduce pelvis/thigh injuries including femoral fractures in frontal-impacts but not knee, lower leg and ankle/foot injuries [7], [31]. In far-side crashes, a lap belt would only help prevent sliding across the cabin.

A greater number of cases is required to determine the effect of belts on LE fractures and/or dislocations in side-impacts, but considering the above, it is likely that there will be little difference between LE injuries of belted and unbelted occupants. In near-side and severe far-side crashes it is more likely that intrusion will cause injury before a belt would have any effect.

Strengthening the Toepan, Door and Lower A-Pillar Region

Fundamental Mechanism (1): Initial consideration of this case suggests that strengthening the toepan to reduce its intrusion, could reduce over 50% of LE injuries caused by entrapment from the deforming footwell. However, toepan strengthening may increase other (head, neck, and chest) injuries caused by increasing the vehicle crush stiffness. Thus the effect of such changes to the vehicle structure needs to be further investigated to determine if overall harm is reduced.

Changing the shape and properties of the bolsters would be beneficial, so that the knee misses the bolster in a crash (bolster sloping away from the leg). If the knee does contact it, the bolster should be sufficiently and appropriately padded so that knee contact forces are reduced, mitigating fractures and dislocations.

Fundamental Mechanism (2): Strengthening the door and A- and B-pillars in combination with padding can reduce the transfer of high energy impulse forces to the knee and lower leg. However, this again increases vehicle stiffness possibly increasing Harm in other body regions.

Strengthening the door and A- and B-Pillars would have a detrimental effect for Mechanism (3) as decelerations would increase, thus increasing inertial effects. It is clear that strengthening alone could prove detrimental.

Reducing Intrusion and Providing Padding and/or Airbags

A combination of reducing intrusion with addition of padding is required in side-impacts to reduce injuries. Reinforcing side structures such as the doors and footwell as suggested by Palaniappan et al. [32] combined with strategically placed padding could be a useful countermeasure to test. Originally the regulations for side-impact were to reduce side intrusion to a maximum of 3 to 4 inches (7.62 to 10.16 cm) in the US in pole and car-car impacts. Doors were stiffened and front ends of vehicles softened, but increasing the door stiffness actually increased test dummy injury parameters [42]. However, when increasing stiffness, other energy-absorbing vehicle parts must be enhanced to provide soft ride-down within a firm protective shell.

Fundamental Mechanism (2): Lower door airbags may reduce knee and lower leg injuries from high-energy, side-impact loads, where the LE may be in direct contact with the portion of the vehicle that has been directly struck by the bullet vehicle or when it hits an object (such as a pole). Because in a side-impact the occupant is effectively punched by the encroaching vehicle interior, padding or an airbag can provide wider contact areas and an “earlier and prolonged contact period for the occupant, and hence provide a greater distance to dissipate the kinetic energy” [23].
**Fundamental Mechanism (3):** Airbags and padding on the steering column, centre console and dash may reduce contact forces preventing injury caused by knee impact with these structures. Floor airbags could help foot slip-off-pedal injuries by making the floor flush with the pedal level.

Padding in the door will reduce the relative velocity between the occupant and vehicle but not the effects of intrusion. Padding will allow injury criteria based on acceleration to result in a better outcome but criteria based on intrusion may provide greater gains in reducing LE injuries. Combination of these two strategies would be useful in reducing injuries.

The occupant’s location relative to the door also determines the contact velocity of the door when it strikes the occupant and hence injury outcome. Delaying the occupant contact with the encroaching door can decrease the energy transferred from the punch to the occupant. If contact begins while the door is already decelerating, less energy is transferred to the occupant [23]. Vehicle size and seat position in the vehicle design could have an effect on how close the occupant’s LE is to the door.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Future data collections should have more detailed fracture descriptions of the LE including their exact locations and types. This would help in the determination of LE injury mechanisms as the types of fractures can reflect the types of loading conditions on the bone. In particular, more detailed recording of information regarding ankle and foot injuries would be useful.

According to Thomas and Frampton [44] “past research has shown that speeds at which serious injury occurred were above those used for regulation crash testing, as seen by the delta-Vs of the real-world crashes where injuries were sustained”. Current side-impact regulation crash-test configurations are limited to around 50-60 km/h. A greater range of crash configurations should be tested, and at higher speeds than current regulations, if more injuries are to be prevented and Harm on the road from side-impacts reduced. However, “at (very) high speeds side-impact protection may disappear” [44]. (The vehicle design may not be able to cope with very high-speed impacts).

Improved dummy legs with greater measurement potential for injury tolerances would help improve the understanding of LE injury mechanisms in side-impact crash tests.

Measurement of the timing of intrusions and accelerations and forces on the LE during the crash event would also provide data useful for validating simulations.

For further verification of injury mechanisms, a greater number of side-impact crashes in which a LE fracture or dislocation is sustained is required.

The effects of age and gender should also be considered when designing side-impact injury prevention systems for the LE. It is clear from the data that females and older occupants have lower LE injury tolerances in side-impact crashes.

**CONCLUSIONS**

- LE injuries are significant and should be addressed in regards to their mitigation.
- The three fundamental LE mechanisms identified in [2] were successfully simulated and validated using a multi-body model.
- Simulations of the three fundamental mechanisms identified showed that injury tolerance levels were exceeded (Table 1), hence, providing plausible validation of how the injuries occurred.
- A number of possible LE countermeasures were identified from the simulations of the three mechanisms that included strengthening the footwell region, providing padding and airbags to reduce side-punch forces, and/or redesigning interior surfaces away from direct contact with LE (contact with door, raising steering column, etc). More research work needs to be carried out to assess which of these measures would be the most cost effective particularly in relation to total Harm.
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APPENDIX

Table 1. Dummy Contact Interactions, Associated Contact Forces* and Tolerances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contact Source</th>
<th>Dummy Body Part</th>
<th>Associated Contact Force (kN)</th>
<th>Tolerances (kN)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MECHANISM (1)</td>
<td>Near-Side 30° Oblique Crash, Female Occupant (Knee Joint Disruption and Fibula Fracture)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper door (Pelvis Plate 1)</td>
<td>Left hip</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.6 female pelvis lateral impact tolerance [Cesari et al. cited in [15]. Not examined in this study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower door (Leg plate)</td>
<td>Left knee</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.15–0.3 collateral lig[s [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower door (Leg plate)</td>
<td>Left (upper) lower leg</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.21-0.39 female fibula in bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower door (Leg plate)</td>
<td>Left (middle) lower leg</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.86-2.65 female tibia in bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clutch</td>
<td>Left sole of shoe</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.0 [34], 3.3-5.5 [Begeman and Aekbote cited in [48]]. No ankle/foot injury reported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower door (Leg plate)</td>
<td>Left (upper) lower leg</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.1 femur in side-impact [Kress cited in [15], 2.58 (female femur bending) [24]]. Upper leg not examined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper door (Pelvis Plate 1)</td>
<td>Left upper leg (femur)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>&gt;15.0 [Melvin et al. cited in [18]]. No knee injury reported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower door (Leg plate)</td>
<td>Left lower leg</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.35-0.54 male fibula in bending, 0.24-0.88 male fibula in compression, 2.3-4.9 male tibia in bending, 7.05-16.39 male tibia in compression [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MECHANISM (2)</td>
<td>Near-Side 90° Crash, Male Occupant (Fibula Fracture)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armrest</td>
<td>Left upper leg (femur)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>3.1 femur in side-impact [Kress cited in [15], 2.58 (female femur bending) [24]].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper door (Pelvis Plate 1)</td>
<td>Left knee</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>1.0-4.3 upper tibia (Kramer in [29])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower door (Leg plate)</td>
<td>Left lower leg</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.86-2.65 female tibia in bending, 4.89-10.37 female fibula in compression, 0.2-0.83 female fibula in bending, 4.89-10.37 female fibula in compression [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steering column</td>
<td>Right upper leg (femur)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>3.1 femur in side-impact [Kress cited in [15]], 2.26-3.33 female femur in bending [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steering column</td>
<td>Right knee</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.0-4.3 upper tibia (Kramer in [29])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steering column</td>
<td>Right lower leg</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.86-2.65 female tibia in bending, 4.89-10.37 female fibula in compression, 0.2-0.83 female fibula in bending, 4.89-10.37 female fibula in compression [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake pedal</td>
<td>Right foot</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2.0 [34], 3.3-5.5 [Begeman and Aekbote cited in [48]]. No ankle/foot injury reported.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Associated Contact Forces of the LE segments in Bold exceeded their tolerances.